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Abstract Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has been gradually accepted by the world. Despite its widespread
use in clinical settings, a major challenge in TCM is to study it scientifically. This difficulty arises from the fact that
TCM views human body as a complex dynamical system, and focuses on the balance of the human body, both
internally and with its external environment. As a result, conventional tools that are based on reductionist
approach are not adequate. Methods that can quantify the dynamics of complex integrative systems may bring
new insights and utilities about the clinical practice and evaluation of efficacy of TCM. The dynamical complexity
theory recently proposed and its computational algorithm, Multiscale Entropy (MSE) analysis, are consistent with
TCM concepts. This new system level analysis has been successfully applied to many health and disease related
topics in medicine. We believe that there could be many promising applications of this dynamical complexity
concept in TCM. In this article, we propose some promising applications and research areas that TCM
practitioners and researchers can pursue.
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The challenges in traditional Chinese
medicine research

Originated in ancient China, traditional Chinese medicine
(TCM) evolved over thousands of years. TCM contains a
broad range of philosophical and medical concepts and has
developed into a comprehensive healthcare-focused medical
system. Over long period of continuous practice and
refinement in treating patients, as well as preventing health
problems, TCM has shown to be an indispensable part of
medical practice by its effects and efficacy on various diseases
and disorders. Today, TCM is practiced side by side with
western medicine in many of China’s hospitals and clinics
[1], and it has been gradually accepted in many Asian
countries. In spite of the widespread use of TCM in China and
the continuous increase of utilization in other parts of the
world, scientific understanding of TCM’s effectiveness is, for
the most part, limited [1] for several reasons.

First of all, the philosophy and culture based theories and
non-standardized treatment practices make TCM hard to be
quantified. The theoretical framework of TCM has a number
of key components, such as Yin-Yang Theory, five elements,
eight principles, Zang-Fu organs and meridians, as well as
principles of its unique physiological, pathological, diagnos-
tic and therapeutic features. Based on these fundamental
concepts, TCM applies multiple therapeutic methods such as
prescribed herbal formulas, acupuncture, moxibustion, cup-
ping, Tuina (medical massage), Tai Chi/Qigong, life-style
adjustment dietary therapy, or even emotional adjustment to
alleviate illnesses.

Furthermore, TCM’s view of the human body is only
marginally concerned with anatomical structures, instead it
focuses primarily on the body’s functions [2,3]. One of the
TCM’s fundamental theories is to manage health and to
consider the human body as a complex dynamical system as a
whole, which is also known as holism. TCM emphasizes not
only the regulation of the human body, but also the integrity
of body functions and its interaction with the environments.
In general, health is perceived as harmonious regulation and
interaction, while disease is interpreted as a disharmony (or
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imbalance) in the functions or interactions. TCM practitioners
aim to trace symptoms and patterns of underlying disharmony
by assessing the human body as a whole. TCM practice tends
to seek out dynamical functional activities rather than to look
for the fixed somatic structures that perform the activities [4].

In comparison, western medicine emphasizes detailed
investigations with modern technologies at microscopic
scales, while TCM follows a traditional approach, emphasizes
theories and clinical implementations, but lacks moderniza-
tion [5,6]. Therefore, it is important to expand TCM by
utilizing frontier scientific knowledge. To further study TCM
and to evaluate its efficacy, while preserving its strength and
unique framework, we need to develop quantitative
approaches that can offer system-level measurements and
understandings.

Recently, one of us and his colleagues have proposed a
complex system approach to quantify the dynamical
complexity of complex systems [7–9]. This complexity
measurement, called Multiscale Entropy (MSE) analysis,
has been successfully applied to many health and disease
related topics. Furthermore, over the past several years, it has
had a wide range of applications across many disciplines
when complex systems are involved. Interestingly, this
innovative theory of dynamical complexity is perfectly
consistent with the concepts of TCM in viewing the human
body as a holistic dynamical system. Thus, we expect that the
MSE analysis of complex fluctuations might be a good
candidate to advance our understanding of TCM and to serve
as a valuable quantitative tool in TCM research. In this paper,
we will first briefly discuss basic concepts of the dynamical
complexity theory and its applications, and then discuss some
promising applications in TCM.

Dynamical complexity theory and its
applications

Dynamical fluctuations in the output of complex biological
systems with multiple interacting components often exhibit
remarkably complicated patterns. Such fluctuations have long
been ignored by conventional analyses. Indeed, the presence
of these fluctuations is often assumed to simply reflect the fact
that biological systems are being constantly perturbed by
external and intrinsic noise. However, recent findings by
many research groups clearly indicate that these complex
fluctuations exhibit interesting structures that were not
previously anticipated. More importantly, these fluctuations
may also contain useful information about the emerging
complexity of the systems. Here we briefly describe a
dynamical system perspective to understand the origin of
these fluctuations.

In dynamical systems research, it is common to describe a
system by a set of variables. If defined properly, these so-
called “state variables” can uniquely determine the state of

the system and the time course of its revolution. The state
space representation provides a useful conceptual picture for
dynamical systems. A meaningful quantification of the
complexity of a biological system should be related to the
system’s capacity to adapt and function in an ever-changing
environment. The system that can adapt to the most external
challenges (stresses) will have the best advantage for survival.
Therefore, biological systems should evolve to increase their
dynamical capacity (complexity). As a result, biological
systems we observed today are highly complex since they are
the products of a very long evolutionary process. We also
hypothesized that aging and disease will degrade a system’s
complexity, since they represent a less adapted system. Using
the state space concept, an external perturbation (challenge or
stress) to a biological system requires the system to move
from one location to a different area of the state space in order
to adapt to the perturbation. A healthy system should be able
to easily move from one area to another, while a diseased
system has a very limited ability to adapt, and thus cannot
move to other regions of the state space. Complexity is a
measure of a system’s capacity to adapt, therefore, it should
be related to the available space and ways that a system can
move around in the state space.

By applying the fluctuation dissipation theorem [10]
concept, namely that we can simply measure the spontaneous
fluctuations of a system in the state space when it is under
free-running condition, and use that information to predict the
ability that a system can adapt when encounters a challenge.
This hypothesis dramatically simplifies our task of defining a
system’s complexity, since we can now measure it under a
“stress free” condition, which is easier to achieve in the real
world. The MSE analysis [7–9] was thus proposed as a
measure of a system’s dynamical complexity, based on the
above rationale.

Due to its capacity to characterize complex dynamics
within and between physiological systems [11], the applica-
tion of MSE analysis as a measure of complexity has shown
to be very useful in improving our understanding of human
body and its functions. To date, MSE-based measurements
have been used in studies involving various biological
outputs, including heart beats [12–15], pulse waves [13],
blood pressure [16,17], breathing [18], brain activities [19–
23], neuroimaging [24], body temperature [25,26], muscle
activity [27,28], center of pressure (COP) of body sway
[11,29], bone and cartilage [30], human gait [31,32], mood or
mental stability [33–35].

The complexity-based approach has shown to be useful on
various targeted populations in multiple studies and research
projects. Moreover, some novel applications have been
proposed as promising clinical indicators. According to
Google Scholar, the original articles describing the MSE
analysis received over 1300 citations, including hundreds of
studies in biomedical fields. Biomedical applications can be
found in diverse disciplines such as neurology, cardiology,
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pulmonary medicine, endocrinology, nephrology, geriatrics,
obstetrics and gynecology, critical care, orthopedics, psy-
chiatry, psychology, physiology, pathology and more.

Potential applications of complexity
measures in TCM

The MSE index can be used as a sensitive tool for detecting
dysregulation [17] or abnormalities [36], predicting risks
[37], deterioration [25,26,30] or improvement, revealing the
connections or adaptability [38], facilitating classifications of
disorders [27]. In general, the analysis is particularly powerful
in studying characteristics on the system level, as a result, it
brings new insight to complementary and alternative
medicine.

Taking Tai Chi as an example, the MSE analysis has not
only helped explain the mechanism, but also led to the
development of useful clinical practices that benefit a specific
target group, i.e., elderly people with higher fall risks. Tai Chi
has been considered as a comprehensive exercise involving
breathing exercise, body movement, balance control and even
mindfulness training. Due to the multifaceted nature of Tai
Chi, it has been long considered difficult to be scientifically
evaluated. However, the MSE analysis has addressed the
challenge by providing scientific evidences from a different
aspect. For example, for the center of pressure (COP)
dynamics of postural sway, Kang et al. demonstrated that
complexity decreases when performing a dual task; and
postural complexity during quiet standing is independent of
other conventional correlates of balance control, such as age
and vision [39]. Wayne et al. carried out further complexity
investigation on Tai Chi and aging [11]. Those studies lead to
the development of a series of alternative interventions to
prevent elderly people from falling. Wayne et al. are
completing a complexity-based randomized controlled trial
with different arms to evaluate novel interventions, including
promising mind-body exercises that treat age-related disease
and promote healthy aging [11].

We believe that there are many promising applications in
TCM of applying the dynamical complexity concept. The
MSE and other complexity measures can be valuable to
quantify TCM studies and evaluations. Here we propose
some applications or research areas that TCM practitioners
and researchers can pursue.

Evaluation of health conditions

Dynamical complexity theory suggests that a meaningful
quantification of the complexity of a biological system should
be related to the system’s capacity to adapt and function in an
ever changing environment. The system that can adapt to the
most external challenges (stresses) will have the best
advantage for survival [9]. TCM encompasses the same
notion in defining health, however, it has always lack of a

feasible measurement to quantify this idea. Complexity is a
measure of a system’s capacity to adapt, therefore, we may be
able to use this innovative way to derive the desirable
information in order to evaluate a subject’s health status. This
can be applied in clinical practice or medical research. One
example is to use it for the subclinical conditions, i.e., when a
subject is at the very early stage of disease, or in transition
from perfectly healthy to the disease state, without signs and
symptoms that are detectable by conventional examinations
of western medicine. Another example is to use this index to
monitor the improvement of health after treatment or
intervention.

New insight to TCM pattern classification

Dynamical fluctuations in the output of complex biological
systems with multiple interacting components often exhibit
remarkably complicated patterns [9]. This is the same as
dynamic phase change of a disease. In TCM theory, a disease
usually starts because of the invasion of external environ-
mental factors or the lack of internal balance. As the disease
develops, the disturbance may involve different levels of
body and show various symptoms. TCM practitioners
classify those symptoms by the theories of TCM pattern
classification (also known as syndrome differentiation). In
TCM practice, this is the basic step to recognize disease and
also the key to successful treatment [40,41].

Traditionally, the classification determination is mainly
based on standard TCM diagnostic methods: observation,
auscultation and olfaction, inquiry and pulse diagnosis
(palpation). From a modern medical perspective, heart
beats, breaths, electroencephalography (EEG), gaits, labora-
tory tests, or any other forms of biological output signals
generated by human body are physical signs that are
measurable. TCM practitioners observe and interpret all
those in pattern classification. Since those signals are usually
comprised of dynamical, non-stationary, and nonlinear time
series, implementation of adaptive data analysis may bring in
new insight to objectively distinguish the disharmony and
unbalanced functions. Fluctuations of biological output
signals may contain useful information about the emerging
complexity of the systems.

Utilization in monitoring chronic disease treatment

TCM emphasizes balance, which is a broader concept of
homeostasis, a process that maintains the stability of the
human body’s internal environment in response to changes in
external conditions. The presence of certain forms of
deviation from the norm of physiological or mental condi-
tions may cause the development of chronic diseases. There
have been a good number of clinical evidences that valued
TCM and believed that it can shift unexpected homeostasis to
the overall human body homeostasis [42]. This has been
recommended to be complementary to western medicine in
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the management of chronic diseases [43], which notably
improves the qualities of life and reduces the expenses for
chronic diseases.

Since the development of disease is dynamic, the process
of diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up should be personalized
and adjusted according to different phases of diseases [44].
However, the challenge is that it is not practical to monitor the
functions of every components of human body. For biological
systems, the state space is of very high dimensionality, and
not all variables can be measured, therefore, specific
measurements that can summarize the health condition of
the whole system need to be monitored. The best approach is
to take advantage of the fact that an integrative physiological
system will have complex coupling between different
components of the system. By investigating any given signal
at various time scales, we can probe the other dimensions of
the system. Thus, system complexity based on any single
properly selected signal can be good candidates to monitor,
by doing so, TCM practitioners will have objective and
quantified indices to evaluate the overall health of a patient.

Clinical evaluation in the development of herbal medicine

To identify potential side effects of once-promising drugs, it is
more important for both western medicine and TCM to
evaluate pharmacological effects on a system level rather than
at molecular level. Balance is considered to be a complex
interplay between body and mind, which is reflected at all
levels, ranging from the biochemical component perspective
to the energetic system control of the physical body. Research
methodology to study the interaction between applications of
TCM herbal medicine and the human body also require a
system perspective in drug research and development.

In the field of new drug design and development, the
multiple-targets, low-affinity model has gained more atten-
tion, network pharmacology was proposed and became
popular worldwide, “cocktail” and fixed-dose combinations
were brought forth. All those changes show increasing
consistency with the medication ideas of Chinese medicine
[45]. However, western and Chinese medicine belongs to
different theoretical system. In western medicine, application
of drugs usually involves trying to influence a system by
interacting with a single target molecule, a complex pathway,
a cascade of reactions, or a feed-back loop. The reality is that
most diseases are multi-factorial which means that treating a
single target provides a partial treatment and in case of
chronic diseases, serious side effects occur, particularly in the
long-term. Although this awareness is not new, it has been
very difficult to find alternative routes given the mentioned
complexity of the living system, which is almost impossible
to reveal [46].

In contrast, TCM views diseases and treatment from a very
different perspective. For example, TCM emphasizes bi-
directional adjustments, which is treating deficiency by
nourishing and tonification methods, while treating excess

by controlling the extras and fostering or cultivating the weak.
As in complex system approaches, biological systems such as
human body are believed to operate across multiple scales of
space and time, and hence their complexity is also multiscale
and hierarchical. Therefore, dynamical complexity index can
be used to evaluate clinical efficacy of pharmacotherapies,
particularly in TCM, where herbal compounds are frequently
used. The output signals of targeted parts of the body can
show the system complexity upon being challenged by the
pathological factors and upon being treated by herbal
medicine.

In conclusion, novel techniques such as MSE should be
further studied, and once the complexity concept is
incorporated in TCM field, there will be great amounts of
new projects and studies that may promote modernization and
qualification of the traditional practice.
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